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winery equipment industry for 
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for Wine Business Monthly.

Products that are smart, make your tasks easier and provide cost or labor savings

Bill Pregler

Wine in Cans - Part Four
Wine in Can Industry Maturing, Consolidating

L A S T  Y E A R  I  W R O T E  a three-part series about wine in cans that covered 

everything from how an aluminum can is made to what you need to know 

about aluminum/wine compliance certification and even experimenting 

with mobile canners. This month I want everyone who is assessing market 

potential for their winery to know some of the latest developments on the 

supply side of the can business. I revisited many of the vendors I interviewed 

last year and found that everyone is busy due to growing interest in the 

packaging option.

My first call was to Melanie Virreira, director of strategy and marketing for 

Ball Beverage Packaging. For the craft brewing industry, the can sizes have 

been pretty much limited to the 12- and 16-ounce portions, but wineries 

immediately opted for 187 ml, 250 ml and 375 ml sizes. According to Virreira, 

“The response has been terrific with an absolute up-tick in both shipments 

and inquiries. The 250 ml continues to grow as a popular size, but we are 

seeing steady growth in interest for both the 375 ml and 187 ml.

“Wineries are thoughtfully choosing the right can size for their brand and 

the occasion they are looking to master. It is great to see all the new brands 

rolling out and the different approaches to the packaging graphics, retail 

placement and varietals,” Virreira said. 

Ball has steadily increased production for all sizes of wine cans and opened 

a new U.S. manufacturing facility focused specifically on the 375 ml option 

in early February. Until now, 375 mls were only made in Australia, and timely 

delivery amid growing demand became problematic. A minimum order 

from Ball remains 24 pallets or 230,000+ cans, depending on size. 
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Supply Side Constrained
Fortunately, the craft brewing business has been a precursor for canned wine 

and had already started the concept of mobile canning, proving a valuable 

test for wineries’ interested in the category. Today, mobile canning is a viable 

route for wineries that are first testing the waters—there is even a co-op of 

vendors plying the roads of the U.S. Even more importantly, mobile canners 

stepped up and together secured original equipment manufacturer cans in 

bulk and can portion out minimum canning runs to their customers. For 

the ever-growing list of mobile canners, visit www.mobilecanningsystems.com.

However, even that solution has started to become strained. Canners do 

not necessarily like being the middlemen, having to inventory truckloads 

of empty cans (or bottles) all while worrying about your label design and 

dealing with printing houses.  

Enter the next phase of streamlined can procurement with companies like 

Can Source out of Longmont, Colorado. I spoke with Dan Reese, vice pres-

ident/sales and marketing, and canning expert Stephanie Agha—they said 

that in addition to warehouses in Pennsylvania and Colorado, Can Source 

is opening a new Reno distribution center in March. Can Source started out 

as a founding member of the aforementioned mobile co-op but has now 

diversified into a leading can distributor. 

If purchasing cans from another vendor, wineries will still have to submit 

wine samples direct to Ball as I discussed in part two of the series (July 

2017) for corrosion compliance and certification. Virreira at Ball wanted 

me to remind wineries that this is required before cans can be purchased 

from participating vendors. It is a liability issue, and Ball “wants the best 

opportunity for success in this growing market, and testing the wine for 

compatibility is one part of the equation.” Whomever you decide to purchase 

cans from should be able to streamline the process. 

For more inFormation or to schedule a demonstration, contact atPgrouP at (707) 836-6840 or online at www.atPgrouP.com

No DE. No Perlite. No filter sheets. Nothing.

atpgroup

An ATPGroup exclusive, this TMCI Padovan Dynamos System can filter without filters.

INNOVATION + 
QUALITY SHOW 
2017 HONORS 

DYNAMOS SYSTEM.
Sonoma, CA – The

Innovation + Quality 
Conference named 
the Dynamos Filter 
System their 2017 

Product Innovation 
Award winner.

Sleeves
We Sleeve It, a division of R.B. Dwyer, is another new source for cans with 

centers in Washington, Georgia, Tennessee, Texas and California. What I 

particularly like to hear is this company’s use of phrases like “just-in-time 

delivery,” and “low minimum orders” and “one-stop shopping.” 

Some can vendors are even advertising lead times of only two to three 

weeks from time of press run/graphics approval. 

Design-to-delivery speed is key, and this carries over to the graphics on 

your can. Vendors are now almost universally offering in-house graphic 

design, quick-turn digital sleeve printing with application onto can brites. As 

predicted, sleeves are going to be the future of wine programs as direct-to-can 

ink printing still requires large orders, which will be beyond the reach of most 

small wineries. Here you will go directly to the OEM for quotes and delivery.

The flexibility of digital sleeve printing is a tremendous advantage for 

wineries that are developing new markets, experimenting with label design 

and increasing their number of SKUs—all with low minimum orders available 

with very quick turn times. If your can programs really take off, you can always 

defer to printing cans with ink later, but the numbers must be justified.

As it turns out, applying the sleeves to the cans prior to filling is the best 

alternative. Similar to problems with labeling wet wine bottles with PS labels, 

trying to put a 360-degree sleeve onto a wet can, (created through conden-

sation or mere spillage during filling) becomes a major task. In addition, 

the sleeve must be heated in tunnels to shrink to the can and with any 

moisture under the sleeve you end up with blisters or bubbles. Lastly, while 

the exposure time in a heat tunnel is minimal, some winemakers are nervous 

about exposing their full cans to any heat. 

https://atpgroup.com/
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Join the BTB family
of super happy clients.

john@bintobottle.com or 707-666-0746

Bin to Bottle’s
BIG 2018

Expansion is
on schedule!

That means we
have room for you.

There are plenty of custom crush
options but there is really

only one choice

A slew of 3, 5, 10, and 15 ton fermenters

A third processing line with a Weco 
Optical Sorter and new large Pellenc 
Destemmer to efficiently process big lots

New P-150 EuroPress 

All operated by the same “faces” you’ve 
trusted for 13 years.

Some new additions:

Bin to Bottle is BIG and getting BIGGER 
but we always             on the small stuff.focus

More Good News
I met with my pal Heather Clauss, marketing director at Free Flow Wines,

and found that since I wrote about their new canning line installation (July 

2017), they have already outgrown their capacity. In March the company 

will add a second filler line to double production. 

Originally, Free Flow had in-house sleeving equipment for its line but, 

due to moisture concerns, is working with vendors to have sleeves applied at 

the can distribution warehouses and facilities. By going direct to a one-stop 

distribution source for their cans, they will no longer be inventorying cans, 

will have wineries go direct to vendors with their graphics and will eliminate 

on-site sleeving entirely. Naturally, this means they will also eliminate the need 

for a heat tunnel. Automation for the future will be for pack-off equipment 

to handle the increase in production. The key words here are just-in-time 

production by outsourcing to vendors that specialize in packaging technology.

Another call was to Lindsey Herrema, owner and head “can wrangler” of 

The Can Van mobile canners, which I featured in my October 2017 article. 

As of January 2018, The Can Van added another production van, and will 

possibly add a second in the future. The Can Van is now also going direct to 

canning distributors with graphics. 

As a side note, Herrema said they will also be focusing on smaller runs for 

smaller wineries. Currently, the minimum order will be 400 gallons, perfect 

for a winery to test the waters. Just to help translate that, a 187 ml can holds 

6.3 ounces, a 250 ml holds 8.5 oz., and a 375 ml holds 12 oz.—the number of 

cans required is not prohibitive.

Buying Equipment: Issues with Nitrogen
I am anticipating an upturn in the number of wineries that purchase their 

own canning equipment, and there are already a number of companies selling 

products to accommodate the requests, from bench top, manual systems to 

fully automated equipment. I spoke with Andrew Ferguson at Wild Goose 

in Boulder, Colorado and Cask Brewing Systems in Calgary, Canada.

Both companies have supplied the beer industry for years and offer what 

most wineries would probably need, including semi-automatic fillers with 

pre, in-line sparging, filling, dosing, lid application and seaming. 

There is, however, a very basic concern that differentiates beer from wine 

and it is pressure inside the can. While both industries appreciate the effect 

of O
2
 removal or “can inerting” as it is called, we in the wine game do not 

understand why you pressurize a bottle, let alone a can. The reason for it is 

referred to as “squishy”—and I do not make this up—the effect of picking up 

a can and it feels, well, squishy. 

I put in a call to Greg Neville, application engineer at Vacuum Barrier 

Corporation. Herein lies the problem with lower cost, manual filling systems: 

a drop of N
2
 will expand 700 times in very short order. Neville told me the 

maximum time would take one to two seconds. 

No manual systems I have yet seen allow you to physically transfer two 

full cans from the filling pedestals, to final sparge (for O
2
 and pressure) and 

seaming in under two seconds. Even if you are close, pressure is therefore 

inconsistent, and a “flat” can is not marketable. The customer’s first reaction is 

a “low-fill.” You are now looking at making an investment of roughly $85,000 

for semi-automatic fillers to get that final N
2
 dosing capability, and this might 

keep many small wineries from using the services of a mobile vendor. 

W H A T ’ S  C O O L :  I predict that there will be more, consistent growth for 

cans. There are just too many opportunities being overlooked by strictly 

using glass bottles, from sales at concerts to sports venues and any number 

of other outdoor activities that discourage dragging around empty 750 ml 

bottles with corks. Millennials totally understand and embrace the ease, 

recyclability and sustainability of cans. 

I enjoy promoting fresh packaging technology. It affords every winery 

opportunities to grow, with the potential to diversify. WBM

http://www.bintobottle.com/



